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infrared, cellular telephone, 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC), WiMAX, Satellite, Bluetooth, RFID, etc. The current state of all these standards is trial use (see Figure 2) . In this way, the field of vehicular applications and technologies will be based on an interdisciplinary effort from the sectors of communication and networking, automotive electronics, road operation and management, and information and service provisioning. Without cooperation among the different participants, practical and wide deployment of VANETs will be difficult, if not impossible. In the future it could be expected that each vehicle will have as part of its equipment: a black box (EDR, Event Data Recorder), a registered identity (ELP, Electronic License Plate), a receiver of a Global Navigation Satellite System like GPS (Global Positioning System) or Galileo, sensors to detect obstacles at a distance lesser than 200 ms, and some special device that provides it with connectivity to an ad hoc network formed by the vehicles, allowing the node to receive and send messages through the network (see Figure 3) . One of the most interesting components of this future vehicle is the ELP, which would securely broadcast the identity of the vehicle.
Fig. 3. Components of a future vehicle
Two hypotheses that are necessary to guarantee the protection of a VANET are that security devices are reliable and tamper-proof, and that the information received through sensors is also trustworthy. It is generally assumed by most authors that messages sent through the VANET may be digitally signed by the sender with a public-key certificate. This certificate is assumed to be emitted by a Certification Authority (CA) that is admitted as reliable by the whole network. The moments corresponding to the vehicle purchase and to the periodic technical inspections are proposed to be respectively associated to the emission and renovation of its public-key certificate. In general, symmetric authentication is acknowledged by most authors as not a valid option due to important factors in VANETs such as time and scalability (Raya & Hubaux, 2005) . Different security challenges of vehicular networks are here addressed, paying special attention to the application of several known security primitives such as symmetric and asymmetric cryptography, strong authentication, data aggregation and cooperation enforcement. In particular, the chapter is organized as follows. A brief summary of the main characteristics of VANETs is included in Section 2. Section 3 classifies their most important applications while Section 4 describes several security threats and challenges in VANETs.
The following section introduces definitions of basic cryptographic requirements and drafts of several solutions that other researchers have proposed to provide these networks with security. Section 6 briefly describes some security schemes here proposed to protect VANET authenticity, privacy and integrity. Finally, Section 7 concludes the chapter by highlighting conclusions and open problems.
Characteristics
There are several general security requirements, such as authenticity, scalability, privacy, anonymity, cooperation, stability and low delay of communications, which must be considered in any wireless network, and which in VANETs are even more challenging because of their specific characteristics such as high mobility, no fixed infrastructure and frequently changing topology that range from rural road scenarios with little traffic to cities or highways with a huge number of communications. Consequently, VANET security may be considered one of the most difficult and technically challenging research topics that need to be taken into account before the design and wide deployment of VANETs ). Among the main key technical challenges the following issues can be remarked:
• The lack of a centralized infrastructure in charge of synchronization and coordination of transmissions makes that one of the hardest tasks in the resulting decentralized and self-organizing VANETs is the management of the wireless channel to reach an efficient use of its bandwidth.
•
High node mobility, solution scalability requirements and wide variety of environmental conditions are three of the most important challenges of these decentralized self-organizing networks. A particular problem that has to be faced comes from the high speeds of vehicles in some scenarios such as highways. These characteristics collude with most iterative algorithms intended to optimize the use of the channel bandwidth or of predefined routes.
• Security and privacy requirements in VANETs have to be balanced. On the one hand, receivers want to make sure that they can trust the source of information but on the other hand, this might disagree with privacy requirements of the sender.
The radio channel in VANET scenarios present critical features for developing wireless communications, which degrade strength and quality of signals.
The need for standardization of VANET communications should allow flexibility as these networks have to operate with many different brands of equipment and vehicle manufacturers.
• Real-time communication is a necessary condition because no delay can exist in the transmission of safety-related information. This implies that VANET communication requires fast processing and exchange of information.
The existence of a central registry of vehicles, possible periodic contact with it, and qualified mechanisms for the exigency of fulfilment of the law are three usual assumptions that are necessary for some proposed solutions.
Communication for information exchange is based on node-to-node connections. This distributed nature of the network implies that nodes have to relay on other nodes to make decisions, for instance about route choice, and also that any node in a VANET can act either as a host requesting information or a router distributing data, depending on the circumstances. Another interesting characteristic is the dependency of confidentiality requirements on specific applications. On the one hand, secret is not needed when the transmitted information is related to road safety, but on the other hand, it is an important requirement in some commercial applications . As aforementioned, VANETs can be seen as a specific type of MANET. However, the usual assumption of these latter networks about that nodes have strict restrictions on their power, processing and storage capacities does not appear in VANETs. Another difference with respect to pure MANETs is that in vehicular networks, we can consider that access to a fixed infrastructure along the roadside is possible when RSU is available either directly or through routing. When developing a simulation of a VANET (see Figure 4) , some special features have to be considered:
• Each vehicle generally moves according to a road network pattern and not at random like in MANETs.
The movement patterns of vehicles are normally occasional, that is to say, they stop, move, park, etc.
• Vehicles must respect speed limitations and traffic signals.
The behaviour of each vehicle depends on the behaviour of its neighbour vehicles as well as on the road type.
• VANETs can provide communication over 5-10 Km.
• Two nodes cannot exist in the same location at the same time.
Nodes usually travel at an average speed lower than 120 Km/h.
Fig. 4. Example of simulation
Despite the aforementioned differences between MANETs and VANETs, some security tools designed for their use in MANETs have been evaluated for their possible application in VANETs (Füßler et al., 2007) . Such as it happens in MANETs, in VANETs the nodes are in charge of package routing. Up to now, several routing protocols originally defined for MANETs have been adapted to VANETs following different approaches. Reactive protocols designed for MANETs such as Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) have been modified to be used in VANETs. Nevertheless, simulation results do not indicate a good performance due to the highly unstable routes. Consequently, we can conclude that those adaptations might be successfully used only in small VANETs.
In other routing protocols based on geographic location of nodes, the decisions related to package routing are taken based on street guides, traffic models and data collected with global positioning systems available in the vehicles. According to simulations, this type of protocols based on geographic information seems to be the most promising for its use in different types of sceneries such as cities and highways. In particular, in VANETs it might be useful to send messages only to nodes in a precise geographic zone. Specific routing protocols with this characteristic have been designed, and mentioned in the bibliography as geocast routing. This way to proceed allows disseminating information only to interested nodes (for instance, in case of an accident, only to proximal vehicles, and in case of an advertisement, only to nodes that are in the zone of the advertised service). In (Li & Wang, 2007) Reactive: Each vehicle sends messages only after it detects an incident, generates a request, or must resend a received message. We have an example of how to take advantage of the proactive mode when a parked vehicle is witness of an accident thanks to its sensors, and stores the corresponding data in its EDR, so that they could be later used to determine liabilities. In the proactive mode, the frequent beacons are very costly. Furthermore, they imply the possibility of their use to track vehicles. This fact leads to the necessity of a solution that might consist in encrypted beacons. The high frequency of those beacons combined with the higher computational cost of asymmetric cryptography suggests the application of a hybrid solution combining it with symmetrical cryptography. This hybrid solution also seems the best option, independently of the routing protocol, for some specific applications.
Applications
After full deployment of VANETs, when vehicles can directly communicate with other vehicles and with the road side infrastructure, several safety and non-safety applications will be developed. Although less important, non-safety applications can greatly enhance road and vehicle efficiency and comfort.
Safety-Related
A possible application of VANETs for road safety, besides the warning dissemination of accidents or traffic jumps that constitute their main application, is the warning dissemination of danger before any accident or traffic jump has taken place. This would be the case for example of a high speed excess or a violation of a traffic signal (such as a traffic light or a stop sign). In these cases, when some vehicle detects a violation through its sensors, it must activate the automatic dissemination of warning messages communicating the fact to all neighbour vehicles in order to warn them about the danger. An additional difficulty of this application is due to the fact that the dangerous vehicle is in motion. This implies that it is not clear what any vehicle that receives the message can do to avoid the danger without being able to identify the actual location of the guilty vehicle.
Another related application of VANETs in road safety is the warning dissemination of emergency vehicle approach. The situations of vehicles that have suffered an accident or have met a traffic jump can be dealt in the same way as any other detection of anything that might be classified as an obstacle, such as extremely slow vehicles, results of possible natural phenomena on the road, stones, bad conditions of the pavement due to works on the road, or bad meteorological conditions like low visibility. In all these cases we have that the corresponding information is important for road safety, and that the incident can be characterized by a certain location and moment. Consequently, in these cases of applications for driver assistance, the aforementioned hypothesis referring to the existence of a Global Navigation Satellite System in vehicles is fundamental because it allows locating both the own location and that of the detected incident (see Figure 5) . Given the importance of the warnings of incidents for road safety, in these cases it would be advisable the use of an evaluation system of messages previous to their massive dissemination. For example, we could stipulate that in the scenery of the incident at least a minimum number of vehicles higher than a pre-established threshold activates or signs the same warning. This can be implemented for example by means of a voting scheme among the vehicles in the area nearby the incident. In addition, note that with this proposal, possible Denegation of Service (DoS) attacks and sending of false warnings are prevented. In this sense, note that, although privacy is an important aspect in VANETs, its protection cannot stop the use of information by the authorities in order to establish responsibility in case of accident . On the other hand, it is foreseeable that the reception of a warning of abnormal and/or potentially dangerous incident will have influence in the behaviour of the other drivers. For that reason, in these schemes it is necessary to consider possible attacks based on trying to inject or to modify messages in order to obtain an effect like for example a road free of vehicles. In order to inform cars in their vicinity to warn their drivers earlier of potential hazards, so that they have more time to react and avoid accidents, vehicles exhibiting abnormal driving patterns, such as a dramatic change of direction, send messages including information derived from many sources like sensors, devices ABS, ESP, etc., use of airbags, speed, acceleration or deceleration of vehicle, as well as information originating from other sources like radars or video monitors, and SOS telephones or traffic lights used as repeaters to extend the dissemination rank of warnings. From the combination of all these data, neighbouring vehicles can directly identify in many cases the type of incident by means of the interpretation of this information. A similar approach can be applied at intersections where cars communicate their current position and speed, making it possible to predict possible collisions between cars. There is another important case that does not correspond exactly to a warning of an incident with a determined location and moment, but has also important implications in road safety. That is the case of a warning of the presence of an emergency vehicle like police, ambulance, fire-fighters, etc. In this case, the warning should include location, moment and foreseeable destiny or route of the emergency vehicle, and the objective is that the other vehicles can receive this information with enough time to clear the path of emergency vehicles in realtime, hence saving crucial time.
Non-safety-related
There is a whole variety of non-safety applications included in Value-Added Services (VASs), which can be provided through a VANET. Passengers in vehicles who spend a very long period in transit might be interested in certain application domain for vehicular networks consisting in the provision of many different types of information. Such information could be data about the surrounding area such as nearby businesses, services, facilities or road conditions, different entertainment-oriented services like Internet access (see Figure 6 ) or sharing multimedia contents with neighbours (Franz et al., 2005) , and advertisement services (Lee et al., 2007) . This diversity of possible applications comes from the fact that vehicular networks can be considered a form of pervasive network, that is to say, they operate anywhere and at any time. Vehicular networks could be also used for traffic monitoring. In particular, traffic authorities might be interested in obtaining information about road users so that for example they could get traffic flows to deduce current congestion levels and detect potential traffic jams. In general, dissemination of that type of information among nodes can be used to manage traffic, not only in the aforementioned cases when an incident occurs, but also in normal conditions, when it can be used for the optimization of traffic flow. Therefore, on the one hand, VANETs could be used for traffic management by extending drivers' horizons and supporting driving manoeuvres so that they provide drivers with information they might have missed or might not yet be able to see, in order to help them in decision making. A special traffic management application is a lane positioning system that uses inter-vehicle communication to improve GPS accuracy and provide lane-level positioning. Such detailed positioning allows the provision of services such as lane departure warning, as well as lane-level navigation systems. On the other hand, if junctions are equipped with a controller that can either listen to communication between vehicles or receive messages from arriving vehicles, then the controller would be able to build an accurate view of the traffic at the junction through the aggregation of the received data corresponding to traffic conditions in the area, and could therefore adapt its behaviour to optimize the throughput. Traffic management applications could be also used to allow emergency vehicles to change traffic lights at signalized intersection in order to synchronize adequately to the objective of clearing the path. An approach similar to the general case of traffic monitoring could be extended by the use of audio and video devices, which could be used for terrorist activities monitoring. Closely related to traffic monitoring and a current particularly useful application of VANETs is traffic management. For instance, V2I solutions for road tolling are already deployed in certain places in the world to allow paying for road usage on congested roads, with prices depending on congestion levels. In the future, vehicular networks could enable that drivers are charged for their specific usage of the road network (Cottingham et al., 2007) . The idea of autonomous vehicles that are able to operate in urban areas while obeying traffic regulations is part of a collection of revolutionary applications called coordinated driving applications. This special type of safety-related applications improves performance and safety of participant vehicles through their collaboration with each other. Proposed coordinated driving applications focus mainly on three scenarios: adaptive cruise control, platooning and intersection management. The simplest coordination application is adaptive cruise control, which performs control manoeuvres in order to maintain a safe distance for each vehicle to the vehicle in front by using forward sensors, wireless communication and cooperation among vehicles. In a platoon, V2V communication is used to coordinate platoon members through a leader or a teamwork model in which autonomous vehicles follow a decentralized management scheme. The main benefits of platoon applications are: increase of road capacity and efficiency, reduction in congestion, energy consumption and pollution, and enhancement of safety and comfort. Demonstrations of cars travelling in platoons have already proven the feasibility of such a radical approach in certain protected settings. In particular, (Hedrick et al., 1994) and (Gehring & Fritz, 1997) have demonstrated the technique of coupling two or more vehicles together electronically to form a train. Finally, the third mentioned coordinated driving application is intersection management for collaborative collision avoidance of autonomous vehicles while reducing delay in www.intechopen.com Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks: Applications 76 comparison to traffic lights or stop signs. This interesting application allows improving road safety through cooperative driving in dangerous road points where certain circumstances exist according to which several vehicles compete for a common critical point that all have to go over so that the VANET can offer support for certain driving manoeuvres. That is the case for example of the access to a highway or a road intersection without visibility or traffic lights, where it is convenient that vehicles act co-ordinately through group communications in order to avoid accidents. Each application implies several important differences in the security schemes that are used. In order to use VANETs as practical support for advertisement dissemination, a system of incentives must be defined both for the advertiser and for the nodes of the VANET, so that both gain when disseminating the advertisements through the network . In this sense, the VANET can offer several advantages because the driver would be aimed to listen to advertisements, and even to help in their dissemination, if it obtains something in return, for example, some valuable good as gasoline. Obviously, in these cases it is necessary to define measures to prevent possible frauds of those who try to gain without receiving/redistributing the advertisements. A similar incentive-based approach might be used for other Value-Added Services, like for example, the supply and demand of useful information like alternative routes, near parking zones, gas stations, hotels, restaurants, access points to Internet, etc. In all these cases it is fundamental that the information is encrypted in order to prevent access to non-authorized users who have not paid for the service. These other VAS applications have some similarities and differences with respect to the described advertising support service. Both in the case when the information is a warning of incident or emergency vehicle, and in the case of dissemination of publicity or other VAS, it is remarkable that the messages have a definite origin (crashed/in traffic jump/emergency/VAS applicant vehicle, or advertiser business) but do not have a unique and definite destiny, what has clear implications in security issues. In fact, in all those cases the objective is to disseminate the message to the largest number of nodes but with different optimization criteria. In order to achieve such a goal the origin broadcasts the message to all the vehicles within its neighbourhood. There are several authors (Dousse et al., 2002) ; (Wischof et al., 2005) who have proposed different algorithms to optimize the propagation of information through a VANET depending on the road type, traffic density, vehicles speed, etc. For example, in highways, the authors of (Little & Agarwal, 2005) consider the possible formation of vehicle blocks, with more or less frequent gaps between blocks. Since these gaps could cause a temporal fragmentation of the network, in order to solve the problem, the authors propose the use of vehicles against the sense of the march for spreading communications.
Threats
VANETs represent a challenge in the field of communication security, as well as a revolution for vehicular safety and comfort in road transport. In some of the aforementioned applications, messages can influence on driver behaviour, and consequently on road safety. In other cases like certain VASs, they can have economic consequences. In any of these cases, VANET deployment must consider the possible existence of adversaries or attackers who try to exploit the different situations, for example by injecting false, modified or repeated messages or by impersonating vehicles. Therefore, the security of communications in VANETs is an essential factor to preventing all these threats.
Even though some physical security measures can help to defend certain vehicular components against manipulations, tamper-protection instruments rarely can help to identify attacks or threats. Hence, even perfect tamper-proof components like ELPs could be stolen and installed into another vehicle to carry out impersonation attacks. Consequently, it is necessary to develop security algorithms that help to guarantee the correct and secure operation of VANETs. An attacker can be seen as an entity who wants to spread false information, interrupt communications, impersonate legitimate nodes, compromise their privacy, or take advantage of the network without cooperating in its normal operation. Attacks can be categorized on the basis of the attackers, into internal or external. Also they can be classified according to their behaviour, into passive or active attackers. External attackers are mainly nodes outside the network who want to get illegitimate access mostly to inject erroneous information and cause the network to stop functioning properly. Internal attackers are legitimate nodes that have been compromised, so that they launch attacks from inside the network mostly to feed other nodes with incorrect information. In general, internal attacks are more severe then external attacks. On the other hand, most passive attackers are illegitimate eavesdroppers, or selfish nodes that do not cooperate with the purpose of energy saving. In contrast to active attacks, in general passive attackers do not try to actively interfere with communications. In active attacks, misbehaving nodes spend some energy to perform a harmful action. Most usual active attacks are malicious attempts to introduce invalid data into the network or to produce communication failures. Both types of attackers can have a direct influence on the correct functioning of the network. On the one hand, active malicious nodes can directly cause network traffic to be dropped, redirected to a different destination or to take a longer route to the destination by increasing communication delays. On the other hand, selfish nodes can severely degrade it by simply not participating in the network operations. Malicious nodes can execute two of the most harmful actions in VANETs: DoS and integrity attacks. DoS attacks, and especially jamming, are relatively simple to launch yet their effects can be devastating, bringing down the whole VANET. Jammers deliberately generate interfering transmissions to prevent communication in the VANET. Since the network coverage area, e.g., along a highway, is well-defined, jamming is a low-effort exploit opportunity because such an attacker can easily, without compromising cryptographic mechanisms and with limited transmission power, partition the vehicular network. With respect to integrity attacks, especially interesting are spoofing where malicious nodes impersonate legitimate nodes, and transmission of false information to contaminate the communication network. Consider, for example, an attacker that masquerades an emergency vehicle to mislead other vehicles, or impersonates RSU to spoof false service advertisements or safety hazard warnings. In conclusion, fundamental security functions in vehicular networks should always include correct authentication of the origin of data packets and of their integrity ). To achieve this, most authors assume that vehicles will in general sign each message with their private key and attach the corresponding certificate. Thus, when another vehicle receives this message, it verifies the key used to sign the message and the message.
Selfish behaviour of any node acting as a relay forwarding other nodes traffic can also seriously impair communications in the network because it can drop messages that might be valuable or even critical traffic notifications or safety messages. There exists a different type of attacks whose main objective is the privacy of nodes. In this case, the attacker either passively or actively, and internally or externally, tries to extract data such as time, location, vehicle identifier, technical descriptions, or trip details. Afterwards, based on those data, the attacker tries to derive private information about the attacked node.
Security background
Among the main cryptographic requirements to solve security issues in VANETs are:
• Availability: The network must be available at all times in order to send and receive messages. Two possible threats to availability are for example DoS and jamming attacks. Another availability problem might be caused by selfish nodes that do not provide their services for the benefit of other nodes in order to save their own resources like battery power.
• Confidentiality: Secrecy must be provided to sensitive material being sent over the VANET, like in certain commercial applications.
• Integrity: Messages sent over the network should not be corrupted. Possible attacks that would compromise their integrity are malicious attacks or signal failures producing errors in the transmission.
• Authenticity: The identity of the nodes in the network must be ensured. Otherwise, it would be possible for an attacker to masquerade a legitimate node in order to send and receive messages on its behalf. • Non-Repudiation: A sender node might try to deny having sent the message in order to avoid its responsibility for its contents. Non-repudiation is particularly useful to detect compromised nodes. It is almost impossible to protect all the aforementioned characteristics against the wide variety of existing threats. Furthermore, different applications have specific security requirements to take into consideration. As a result of this diversity, many different approaches exist that focus on different properties. Authentication is a must in order to achieve the necessary trust in vehicular ad hoc networks. The existence of an authentication service makes it more difficult for attackers to join the network in the first place and thus increases the cost of misbehaviour. Hence, by verifying the authenticity of any node before exchanging information, mobile nodes reduce the amount of undesired data. For example, users of many VAS applications should obtain authentication credentials by subscribing to the service. According to the DSRC protocol, the security overhead of this type of schemes is usually bigger than the message contents. Consequently, such an issue has to be well addressed due to the limited wireless channel bandwidth available in VANETs. Symmetric cryptography usually implies less communication overhead than asymmetric cryptography. Consequently, we might think that symmetric cryptography is a good solution, but due to the huge amount of network members in VANETs, it seems not appropriate as a generalized solution for all communications. For comfort/commercial-related packets, sent information should be encrypted. However, safety-related messages have a different management due to their strict requirements on delay, reliability and dissemination. In fact, urgent safety-related messages must be automatically sent and checked through tamper-proof devices so that they are not encrypted/decrypted them. What is really important for such type of information is that it must be truly reliable, what implies the need of aggregation schemes for checking not only possible unintentional transmission errors but also probable intentional fraud attempts. There are safety related events that can be detected by a single vehicle's sensors. In that case local sensor information is aggregated and if there is a matching event, a message is sent out (Doetzer et al., 2005) . Most researchers in security of VANETs (Parno & Perrig, 2005) ; (Raya & Hubaux, 2007) propose a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) solution, with anonymous or pseudonymous certificates issued by a CA. This solution assumes that each vehicle is assigned a public/private key pair that is stored in a tamper-proof device. Every time a vehicle sends a message, it includes its signature produced with its private key together with the public-key certificate signed by the CA. So, digital signatures are added to each message, and messages are not always encrypted. Its main drawback is the big computational need and bandwidth overhead of all communications. Furthermore, since messages are not always encrypted, even outsiders can eavesdrop and possibly create movement profiles. In this way, the receiver can verify the integrity and authenticity of each message and signer. In order to reduce overhead, some authors have proposed to attach certificates only if new neighbours are discovered (Papadimitratos et al., 2008) . Also to meet the overhead requirements in terms of either processing or bandwidth, Elliptic Curve Cryptography has been chosen for the IEEE 1609 trial standard. On the other hand, the authors in (Choi et al., 2005) suggest a system based exclusively on symmetric cryptography. The main problem of their proposal is that vehicles have to contact always the base station to decrypt and verify messages. Some other authors (Zarki et al., 2002) outline security and privacy issues in VANETs but do not present a security infrastructure. Regarding routing protocols, authors of (Rudack et al., 2002) focus on the impacts of vehicular traffic dynamics on them. With respect to node authentication, proposes differentiated services according to privacy and efficiency needs. Finally, the first to investigate the potential of ring signatures to achieve anonymity and untraceability in mobile networks were the authors of (Freudiger et al., 2008) .
Security proposal
In this section group formation is proposed as a valid strategy to strengthen privacy and provide authenticity, privacy and integrity protection, while reducing communications in VANETs. To make it possible, group management within the network must be very fast to minimize time lost in that task (Johansson, 2004) . In particular, we propose location-based group formation according to dynamic cells dependent on the characteristics of the road, and especially on the average speed. In this way, any vehicle that circulates at such a speed will belong to the same group within its trajectory. It is also proposed here that the leader of each group be the vehicle that has belonged to the same group for the longest time (see Figure 5 ). According to our proposal, V2V between groups will imply package routing from the receiving vehicle towards the leader of the receiving group, who is in charge of broadcasting it to the whole group if necessary. If the cells have a radio that is greater than the wireless coverage of the OBU, the group communication may be carried out by proactive Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR).
Fig. 5. Proposal structure
In the two phases corresponding to group formation and node joining, each new node has to authenticate itself to the leader through asymmetric authentication. Later, the leader sends a shared secret key to it, encrypted with the public key of the new node. In particular, this secret key is shared among all the members of the group, and used both for V2V within the group and for V2V between groups, as it is explained in the following sections. We propose the application of different cryptographic primitives for node authentication, while paying special attention to the efficiency of communications and to the need of privacy. In this way, we distinguish four different ways of authentication, which are analyzed in the following subsections.
I2V authentication
Since privacy-preserving authentication is not necessary in I2V, we propose for such a case the use of Identity-Based Cryptography because it provides a way to avoid the difficult public-key certificate management problem. Identity-Based Cryptography is a type of public-key cryptography in which the public key of a user is some unique information about the identity of the user (e.g. the ELP in VANETs). The first implementation of an Identity-Based scheme was developed in (Shamir, 1984) , which allowed verifying digital signatures by using only public information such as the users' identifier. A possible choice for VANETs could be based on the modern schemes that include Boneh/Franklin's pairing-based encryption scheme (Boneh & Franklin, 2001) , which is an application of Weil pairing over elliptic curves and finite fields.
V2I authentication
Unlike I2V communication, in V2I communications privacy is an essential ingredient. Here we propose a challenge-response authentication protocol based on a secret-key approach where each valid user is assigned a random key-ring with k keys drawn without replacement from a central key pool of n keys (Xi et al., 2007) . According to the proposed scheme, during authentication each user chooses at random a subset with c keys from its key-ring, and uses them in a challenge-response scheme to authenticate itself to the RSU in order to establish a session key, which is sent encrypted under the RSU's public key. This scheme preserves user privacy due to the feature that each symmetric key is with a high probability (related to the birthday paradox and dependent on the specific choice of parameters) shared by several vehicles. When a vehicle wants to communicate with the RSU, it sends an authentication request together with a set of c keys taken at random from its key-ring and a timestamp. All this information is then encrypted by the established session key. Note that a set of keys, instead of only one key, is proposed for authentication, because there is a high probability for the OBU to have one key shared by a large amount of vehicles. This makes it difficult to identify a possible malicious vehicle if just one key is used. However, there is a much lower probability that a set of keys be shared by a large number of vehicles, and so it is much easier to catch a malicious vehicle in the proposal. After the RSU gets the authentication request from the vehicle, it creates a challenge message by encrypting a random secret with the set of keys indicated in the request, by using Cipher-Block Chaining (CBC) mode. Upon receiving the challenge, the vehicle decrypts the challenge with the chosen keys and creates a response by encrypting the random secret with the session key. Finally, the RSU verifies the response and accepts the session key for the next communications with the vehicle. In the first step, in order to make easier the task of checking the key subset indicated in the request by the RSU, we propose a tree-based version where the central key pool of n keys may be represented by a tree with c levels (Buttyán et al., 2006) . Each user is associated to k/c leaves, and each edge represents a secret key. In this way, the key-ring of each user is formed by several paths from the root to the leaves linked to it. During each authentication process the user chooses at random one of its paths, which may be shared by several users. In this way, to check the keys, the RSU has to determine which first-level key was used, then, it continues by determining which secondlevel key was used but by searching only through those second-level keys below the identified first-level key. This process continues until all c keys are identified, what at the end implies a positive and anonymous verification. The key point of this proposal is that it implies that the RSU reduces considerably the search space each time a vehicle is authenticated.
V2V authentication inside groups
At the stages of group formation and group joining, each new node has to authenticate itself to the group leader by using public-key signatures (Sampigethava et al., 2006) . After group formation or group joining, the group leader sends a secret shared key to every new member of the group, encrypted with the public key of this new node (see Figure 6 ). Such a secret group key is afterwards used for any communication within the group both for node authentication and for secret-key encryption if necessary (e.g. for commercial applications).
In this way, the efficiency of communications inside the group is maximized because on the one hand certificate management is avoided, and on the other hand, secret-key cryptography is in general more efficient than public-key. Note that the use of a shared secret key also contributes to the protection of privacy. 
V2V authentication between groups
In order to protect privacy, group signatures might be proposed for node authentication between groups. A group signature scheme is a method for allowing a member of a group to anonymously sign a message on behalf of the group so that everybody can verify such a signature with the public key of the group. This group signature identifies the signer as a valid member of the group and does not allow distinguishing among different group members. This concept was first introduced in (Chaum & van Heyst, 1991) . Essential for a group signature scheme is the group leader, who is in charge of adding group members and has the ability to reveal the original signer in the event of disputes. In this proposal, the group leader issues a private key to each vehicle within the group, which uniquely identifies each vehicle, and at the same time allows it to compute a group signature and prove its validity without revealing its identity. In this way, any vehicle from any group will be able to communicate with any vehicle belonging to other group anonymously. In particular, a proposal for group signature might be based on the cryptographic primitive of bilinear pairings, which was also proposed for I2V authentication.
Privacy
In order to guarantee the privacy of mobile nodes, they must be both anonymous and untraceable. Our proposal allows both saving communications and preserving privacy mainly thanks to the management of communications through groups. Group keys and symmetric cryptography are used for one-hop communications inside groups. In order to protect privacy of group members and to avoid the need of group managers, ring signatures might be used in communications between groups. Since each node of a VANET is assumed to have a public/private key pair, the knowledge of the public keys of the other nodes in the group is sufficient to create a ring signature without any interaction, so it can be performed by any member of any group (Rivest et al., 2001) . Hence, unlike group signatures, ring signatures have no group managers and do not require any coordination among ring members. In this way, it would be difficult to determine which of the group members' keys was used to produce the ring signature. Also, it would be impossible to revoke the anonymity of an individual signature, and any group of nodes might behave as a group without any additional setup. Furthermore, ring signatures can be constructed with any public-key cryptographic scheme, and are usually based on combining functions. Both membership management and group support in the absence of any infrastructure are complex research issues. Consequently, a model to describe group membership dynamics is essential. In particular it is necessary to provide efficient and flexible mechanisms for group formation within the highly dynamic scenario of the VANETs. The capability of creating and dynamically manage the membership of groups in such a mobile scenario is, at the same time, a critical issue and a challenging research area. The problem of group key establishment can be dealt in different ways. A first solution that might be considered is key transport, which consists in allowing a group leader to create a group key and multicast it to all members. This solution involves just one round but focuses most computational load on the group leader, which is also a possible point of failure. As a second possible solution, key agreement might also be considered but in general it involves several operations and rounds of multicasts or anycasts among all group members (Rafaeli, & Hutchison, 2003) . A third interesting solution (Boyd, 1997) is the combination of key transport and key agreement where the leader plays a special role but it is not exactly who chooses the group key. In such a protocol, the group key is generated with a combining function on some number contributed by the leader together with the outputs of a one-way function over the contribution of each other node. First, all members except the leader multicast their contributions, then the group leader sends its contribution encrypted with the public key of each group member, and finally each member decrypts such a contribution and generates the group key. Group memberships in VANETs are likely to change very fast. Hence another challenge in secure group management is the efficient handling of join and leave operations of members. The simplest approach for a join operation would be based on a key transport process to transfer the existing group key to the new member. Also, if the key must be changed during each joining operation, the necessary process is not too complex since it is possible to send the new group key through multicast to the old group members encrypted with the old group key. However, changing the group key after a member leaves is far more complicated since the old key cannot be used to distribute a new one, because the leaving member knows the old key. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, it can be assumed that when a member leaves a group it is not necessary to update the group key. Another critical problem of group management is the definition of group memberships. Regarding this issue, group formation will take place in the VANET as soon as vehicle density exceeds a threshold. Two other characteristics of the proposal are that the cell size depends on the transmission range of vehicles (around 300m), and the closest vehicle to the cell centre is considered the group leader.
Integrity
The trustworthiness of messages sent by a node is determined by the trustworthiness of the sender because messages from any node are trusted if and only if node authentication is valid. Apart from checking node authenticity, in vehicular networks it is extremely important to validate also the trustworthiness of data since, although in most cases identities of the nodes are irrelevant, correctness of the data they send is fundamental. For example, a simple attack based on transmitting fraudulent data about road congestion or vehicle position can be quite damaging and hence must be avoided. In our proposal, a pervasive communication system is assumed in which mobile nodes automatically exchange information upon meeting. However, instead of doing message dissemination in VANETs through direct flooding, an approach based on location-based data aggregation is assumed so that message dissemination is delegated only to selected vehicles, which in our proposal are the group leaders. The data that group leaders disseminate are computed through a data aggregation scheme using those data received from members of its group that share a similar view of their environment. In this way, data aggregation helps both to improve security and efficiency of VANETs. The data aggregation scheme here proposed is based on the most consistent version of data with respect to the collected information. In order to obtain such a version, one solution might be based on that versions of data obtained from other nodes receive scores according to nodes trustworthiness, and in this case the collector node accepts just those data with the highest scoring. However, due to the large size and mobility of VANETs, such reputation schemes carried out by nodes are not appropriate. We only consider a type of reputation scheme where nodes that are the source of incorrect information are detected by the RSU, which stores such information and scores nodes trustworthiness. Data aggregation requires that group leaders crosscheck information concerning an event by comparing messages received from several sources with the data obtained from their own sensors, which are always considered trustworthy. After this step, instead of independent safety-related messages reporting the same event and sent by individual nodes, aggregated messages signed by a group with a ring signature are sent by the group leader. Thus, all the overhead will be grouped in one message as an alternative to be spread over several messages, resulting in a more efficient channel usage. In addition, once a vehicle receives such a combined message, it can trust data after the ring signature verification because the combined signature implies that all the involved signers agree on the content of the message. Another possible useful application of data aggregation schemes in VANETs is the exploitation of data exchanged among vehicles in order to produce knowledge that can be used later by the nodes. For example, such data might allow detecting potentially dangerous road segments or determining the areas with a higher probability to find an available parking space. Furthermore, within this secondary application of data aggregation schemes it would be possible to exchange aggregated data between vehicles in order to improve their respective knowledge. According to this idea, each node should collect aggregated data, according to a map concept named Local Dynamic Map (LDM), which must reflect all relevant static and dynamic information in the vicinity, organized as a four layer structure with increasing dynamics. Furthermore, every time a vehicle moves towards some place, it should merge its LDM with the LDM of its group neighbours in order to try to build an LDM containing information about its destination and route.
Conclusion
VANETs represent a challenge in the field of communications security, as well as a revolution for vehicular safety, comfort and efficiency in road transport. In this chapter we have briefly described different security characteristics and services for VANETs. Some basic ideas of some tools that can be used to improve communication security in VANETs have been here presented. We have addressed several important security issues with a special focus on efficiency and self-organization in our proposal. The main goals of any design for VANETs should be: wide applicability, node privacy, efficient group management, strong authentication, and data verification. In order to reach them, any solution has to combine well-known building blocks (e.g. PKI, ring signatures, identity-based schemes) according to a modular design that includes several components specifically devoted to authentication, encryption, group management, data aggregation, simulation, safety-related/value-added applications, etc. A brief description of several proposed security schemes has been given. In particular, for I2V authentication, since there is no need of privacy, Identity-Based cryptography seems the best option to avoid certificates management. In the remaining cases, privacy is a must. In V2I a challenge-response authentication protocol using a secret-key approach based on random key-trees might be a good scheme as it provides an efficient solution for anonymous authentication. In this chapter, groups have been proposed as the most efficient way to save communications. On the one hand, in order to provide privacy between groups, we proposed group or ring signatures. On the other hand, for V2V inside groups, secret-key authentication is the basis of the proposed solution. Since security in VANETs is yet a work in progress, many questions are open. Some of those questions are the concrete definitions of proposals, the analysis of interactions among existing schemes, and the implementation of the different proposed algorithms in order to be able to compare different possible solutions to choose the best option for a wide practical deployment of VANETs.
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